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Abstract. In recent years, with the construction of new power systems, the 

traditionally relatively closed power grid needs to be opened in an orderly way. The 

new power system forces more and more heterogeneous mass terminals to be 

exposed and deployed in the external network, and the power information system 

interacts frequently with the external system, increasing the attack surface, easy to 

be external mapping network key information, and increasing pressure of unknown 

attack. In order to realize the effective protection of network key information, reduce 

the risk of illegal detection and network attack, and provide technical support for the 

security protection of new power system. The first part of this paper is to solve the 

new attack threats faced by the power information system infrastructure by studying 

the network attack prevention and monitoring technology based on active intelligent 

defense. The second is to solve the increasingly serious problem of network 

scanning feature recognition by studying the defense strategies based on feature 

hiding and information confusion. In this way, the network security protection 

ability can be improved, and the construction of new power system can be strongly 

supported. 
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1. Introduction 

As an important part of critical information infrastructure, power grid information 

infrastructure puts forward more stringent requirements for the security protection of 

network, data and business. In recent years, with the construction of new power systems, 

the traditional relatively closed power grid needs to be opened in an orderly way, forcing 

more and more heterogeneous massive terminals to be exposed and deployed to the 

external network. The power information system interacts with external systems 

frequently, and is easy to be mapped by the external network key information. 

Illegal network scanning is a prelude to network attacks. How to make the network 

invisible and shield the external network mapping[1-5] has become a pain point in the 

industry to improve the security protection ability of the power information system[6-

10], a critical infrastructure. The theoretical and technical system of network cloaking is 

still in the exploratory stage and imperfect. At the same time, the information system in 

the new power system is carried by backbone transmission, terminal access, local 

communication and other networks, and forms the power information communication 

infrastructure of cloud, pipe, edge and end[11]. Among them, the security protection 
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capability of the system side is relatively strong, but the edge side faces diversified 

integration characteristics such as heterogeneous access network integration. The level 

of security protection is not uniform. Therefore, in view of the continuous evolution of 

the new power system, exploring the application of network stealth technology in the 

power information system has become an important way to improve the security 

protection of the power information system, a key information technology facility, and 

is of great significance for promoting the security protection of the digital transformation 

of the power grid. 

In summary, based on the existing network security protection architecture of power 

grid, this paper expands computing power from the side to the side, learns from the idea 

of "security definable, strategy configurable" endogenous flexible network security 

protection, breaks through the network dynamic stealth technology and the access key 

technology in the network stealth scene. It realizes the effective protection of network 

key information, reduces the risk of illegal detection and network attacks, improves the 

ability to resist unknown attacks, and provides technical support for the new power 

system security protection. Firstly, in the second section, we describe the technical 

difficulties of this research. Then, the third section introduces the technical route to solve 

these difficulties. Finally, the research content of this paper is summarized and the 

significance of this study is expounded at the end of the paper. 

2. Technical Difficulties 

Active stealth defense for power information system against illegal network scanning 

[12-17]. For the network anti-scanning method [18-20] and stealth deployment method, 

there is no authoritative and perfect technical scheme, especially the lack of systematic 

research on stealth strategy for power information communication network, and there 

may be problems such as large transformation cost and poor adaptability. Information 

hiding methods represented by zero-trust [21] technologies have static and deterministic 

characteristics, which cannot achieve effective defense when dealing with long-term and 

customized illegal network scanning methods. The hopping, transformation and 

redundancy defense mechanisms represented by network mimicry [22-25] and moving 

target defense [26-29] generally have problems such as high complexity and lack of 

detailed control strategies. Moreover, the existing defense mechanisms generally have 

the problem that access security is difficult to evaluate and access efficiency is difficult 

to guarantee in terms of service access. 

3. Technical Route 

3.1. Research on anti-lateral scanning technology based on virtual extensible LAN 
technology 

In this paper, we study the threat of internal illegal scanning and the requirement of 

feature hiding when power infrastructure is deployed in the cloud environment. This 

paper focuses on the lateral scanning threats of power infrastructure in multi-tenant 

environment, the boundary protection and feature hiding requirements of distributed 

system, and the dynamic stealth requirements of power information facilities in 

virtualized network environment and Software Defined Network(SDN) environment. 
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Based on the stealth requirements of power information facilities in the cloud and 

virtualization environment, the business segmentation method, network element 

dynamic deployment and control method of power information system in the cloud 

environment are studied, and the stealth deployment method and secure connection 

method based on virtual extensible local area network (VLAN) technology are studied. 

Vxlan-based anti-lateral scanning architecture can be described as Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Vxlan-based anti-lateral scanning architecture 

3.2. Research on intelligent active defense technology based on network deception 

The illegal scanning defense methods based on artificial intelligence are investigated, 

and the application forms of artificial intelligence algorithms in active defense 

mechanisms are summarized. This paper studies the establishment of an intelligent active 

defense system for illegal scanning through artificial intelligence technologies such as 

reinforcement learning and generative adversarial networks. Through experiments and 

simulation, it intends to try to build a game mechanism between intelligent scanning 

algorithms, feature recognition algorithms and intelligent defense algorithms, and finally 

improve the intelligence level of stealth defense in power information systems. 

This paper, research focuses on the combination of honeynet and other network 

deception technologies [30-32] with artificial intelligence to construct an intelligent 

active defense mechanism for illegal scanning, so as to improve the adaptability and 

feature recognition ability of traditional deception technologies. For the attacker, the task 

of the attacker is to obtain environmental information as much as possible in an unknown 

environment to achieve the purpose of the attack. The purpose of adaptive honeypot is 

to obtain as many characteristics of the attacker as possible by adopting the best response 

strategy. The essence of automated attack is a sequence of attack commands continuously 

executed by the attacker based on a fixed decision pattern. If an attack command is 

regarded as a state, the entire process of automated attack can be abstracted as a directed 

acyclic graph, and each state is an input attack command. Combined with the 

"confrontation" and "game" ideas in the generative adversarial network and mimic 
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honeypot, a mimic honeypot feature generation method based on generative adversarial 

network is studied. Through structure and parameter optimization training, new features 

of honeypot or service that are difficult to distinguish between true and false are 

generated, and the protection ability of intelligent defense system is further improved. 

3.3. Study the continuous control method of typical power business in network stealth 
scenario 

The ideas of multi-factor authentication and continuous authentication are adopted, and 

the ideas of minimum authorization and dynamic authorization are adopted to establish 

the continuous authorization mechanism in the network stealth scenario. The access and 

authorization strategies in the network stealth scenario are designed, and the continuous 

monitoring scheme of the network behavior of the continuous business is established. 

Firstly, in the face of similar attacks, the subject should adopt the principle of 

continuous authentication to control the power business. The principle of continuous 

authentication refers to the strategic decision point in the zero trust network architecture. 

The policy decision point component is responsible for the final decision of whether to 

grant access rights to subjects that need to access resources. The policy decision point 

will use the access policy and external input as input to the trust algorithm to grant, deny, 

or revoke access to the resource. The continuous authentication process is as Figure 2. 

In the real-time monitoring of abnormal behavior, multiple indicators need to be 

monitored to make a comprehensive judgment, and abnormal behavior and risk level are 

evaluated according to the importance of the indicators and the collected values. Grey 

system theory, analytic hierarchy process, weight method, neural network method and 

so on are used in the evaluation process. The method of risk assessment mainly uses AHP 

and fuzzy theory. In the evaluation of methods and strategies, the risk value of many risk 

factors is difficult to obtain through an accurate statistics, this cannot be accurately 

quantified, the need to use fuzzy thinking, fuzzy mathematics can make an effective 

description of these fuzzy factors. Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is the use of 

membership theory, that is, the theory of fuzzy mathematics, for complex, affected by 

multiple factors, hierarchical system problems, can make a better comprehensive 

evaluation, has good applicability, this evaluation method can be used in combination 

with the analytic hierarchy process. 

 

Figure 2. Business continuous certification process in smart grid scenario 
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4. Conclusion 

Aiming at the problem of illegal access defense under the condition of network stealth, 

we designs a comprehensive stealth method for new power system information 

infrastructure according to the elastic network stealth technology architecture that 

supports software definition, constructs a defense mechanism against illegal scanning 

based on artificial intelligence and other technologies, and forms a network stealth 

capability construction scheme in the virtual extensible Local Area Network(LAN) 

environment. The dynamic secure access method and dynamic on-demand authorization 

method are proposed in the network stealth environment. While breaking through the 

dynamic network stealth technology, the service access in different network stealth 

scenarios is supported, and the illegal access defense system under the network stealth 

condition is built. This research can be applied to the development of information 

network and the enhancement of network stealth ability, which has huge social benefits. 
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